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Multiple learning modes 
The Spring Chair is flexible and mobile that could be arranged wherever needed to create a diversified 
interactive place that integrates classroom teaching, exchanges and seminars, group learning, etc. This  
highly mobile seating is  not only suitable for individual learning, but also suitable for group sharing. 



360° rotating 68kg bearing 55cm tablet 

Spring Chair has a large writing tablet that has enough 
space for documents and electronic equipment, and it 
can be adjusted by 360° to adapt various body types 
while meeting the needs of both left and right hands. 
The pen tray  could stabilize pen and the independent 
cup holder leaves the writing board more space. 

Suitable for both hands 



The base of Spring Chair provides a unique storage 
solution for students' backpacks and other items. This 
makes the teaching mode convenient and fast when it 
needs to be transformed. It also allows personal 
belongings to be stored safely and easily accessible. 

Safe storage 
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Multiple colors 

The stylish, simple and sturdy Spring Chair provides modern visual beauty and unparalleled 
durability.  Four seat shell colors and two cushion colors are available for you to mix freely to 
fitvarious environments. 



Smart solution 

PP shell 

4 color options,110°backtilt 

Independent cup holder 

Leaves more space on writing tablet 

Storage tray 

Personal belongings are stored 
safely and easily accessible 

Large writing tablet 

width30CM,Length55CM,360°rota
tion,applicable  for both left and 
right hands Max.bearing 68KG . 

PU casters 

360° rotation, fast and flexible 
movement with various combinations 

Comfortable seat cushion 

3.5cm thick molded foam, light and 
breathable 2 colors available 



OrangePP33 GreyPP31 Dark bluePP32 GreenPP34 

GreyFC2702 OrangeFC2703 

Dimentions Color swatches 

Plastic color 

Seat cover fabric 
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Thank you !

for more information, visit us at www.waxman.co.il 
or contact us :  info@waxman.co.il
tel: 03-6161601   |   fax: 03-6161602
28th Lehi St. , Bnei-Brak, Israel


